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Too much traffic
(75%) & too fast
traffic  (70%) were
the top two
problems reported
by parents for their
child to walk or bike
to school

1. Bike
Education

2. Bike Lane
Maintainance

 Compared to more experienced
cyclists, less experienced cyclists are 3X more

affectedby inclines, 2X more by the presence of traffic,
2.4X more by rain, and 4X more by snow
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"We don't feel safe riding in traffic
without bike lanes"

Safety was the only concern mentioned in
all eight surveys and studies reviewed
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Rates of biking and
walking in Tompkins

County   
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While weather & terrain were reported as
barriers to biking in many local surveys,
SAFETY remained the major concern 
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 Who bikes (& Walks)? 

 We can do this Ithaca!
Take heart from another
small, cold, hilly city in

the Northeast,
Burlington, VT!  2000  2015
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Burlington
Biking Rates


